How to centralize staff through video-enabled
branches
See how video can enable even your smallest branches to improve operations, sales
capabilities, and grow your financial institution.
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So how do you change
how your branch
operates?

Your staff make you special.
You allow your employees to continue to build your community, but due to cost, you must deliver all
human interactions efficiently. The DNA of community financial institutions has always been your ties to
the communities you serve, and if you want to maintain relevance you need to ensure technology never
diminishes what makes you special. Video-enabled branches create a much-needed balance between
technology, physical interactions, and cost. Branches enabled with video allow you to centralize your
employees, creating operational efficiencies and greater profitability of each branch. Failing to centralize
experts may be your biggest regret in the next 10-15 years.

How centralized staffing improves branch efficiencies?
Centralized experts enable your branch operating system to work smarter while educating consumers for
future video engagement models.
FTE’s cannot be sitting at every desk in a branch when traffic is not demanding it, which is why according
to S&P Global nearly 2,000 branches closed in 2018. Traffic indicates demand, little traffic indicates, little
demand. If you consolidate experts and realize their full potential then you recognize that within your branch
operating system one FTE can provide service to 3-5 branches. Operationally you become more efficient,
leaner, and the extension of services and training for future interactions suddenly becomes much easier
because you understand how video transformation truly works.
Worried about the potential for branch traffic to begin picking up again? As an agile CFI, you would quickly
adapt by opening another room for video in the same branch enabling two representatives to have
simultaneous calls going into one branch.
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How do you add video to your branch
network and centralize your staff?

How to deploy resources across your branch network
Centralizing staff requires you to address how resources are deployed across all of the branches to create
a more efficient model with better staff utilization. Compare the two models below. Staffing each branch
independently leads to under-utilization of resources and we know that model will crumble in the future.
The centralized staff can work together as a team to meet the demands of all of the branches collectively
creating a model for improved efficiencies and make it much easier to monitor staff utilization. It just makes
sense and allows you to easily adjust your staffing as you see changes in branch traffic patterns over time.

Today: Individual branch servicing
Each branch has three dedicated experts for a total of 15 FTEs

Reality: Majority of FTEs are under utilized

Recommended: Centralized network servicing
No expert FTEs located at each branch, centralized experts provide service to entire
branch network via video collaboration.

5 centralized FTE’s service entire branch network

Reality: All FTEs are fully utilized
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How to deploy resources

inside the branch
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Teller Line:
Ready for transaction
exceptions.

How to create video-room experiences
The video room must be an inviting area with a touch of modern technology. With a few tasteful touches,

nearly any existing room in your branch can be transformed into a video room. It’s very important that the
video experience isn’t just limited to communication. The video room needs to provide the consumer with
a collaborative experience where information can be exchanged, documents uploaded, and signatures
captured on documents. Without these collaborative tools, you will be severely limited to discussing

‘next steps’ rather than closing business and meeting the consumer’s financial needs. The following list
of hardware devices help provide for both an excellent video experience and productive collaboration.

Use this list along with the best practices on the following page to create the best video room experience
possible.

1.

40-42’’ TV – FULL HD 1080p (Anything
above 42” presents agents that
look larger than actual size and
can be visually intimidating to the
consumer)

2.

24” Touch Screen Monitor - enables
on-screen signatures

3.

Signature Pad (Required if touch
screen monitor is not used) - utilizes
hardware already in place at
the branch for secure signature
collection

4. HD Webcam
5.

Audio Conferencing Speaker

6. Document Camera –or- Scanner
- enables easy collection of
documents from the consumer
without concierge intervention
7.

Utilize private meeting rooms/pods

8. Branch concierge directs and sets
up video room engagements on
behalf of the consumer

10 best practices for video-enabled branches
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1.

10

Best practices for
video-enabled branches

Video rooms need to be well lit and avoid shadows.
Why? Ensures clean video streams and better interactions.

2.

Audio should be driven through a conferencing speaker and not a webcam.
Why? Ensures clear audio for all parties on the call.

3.

Dual screen video collaboration is preferred engagement model.
Why? Maintains view of agent during the collaboration session.

4. Decor should be inviting and personable.
Why? Creates welcoming environment for consumers.

5.

Concierge should greet and setup video room for consumers.
Why? Helps train consumer for new engagement model.

6. Agent/Expert backdrop should not be bright or busy.
Why? Ensure consumers are not distracted.

7.

Video software needs to be easy to use.
Why? Ensure agent is focused on the consumer and not the tool.

8. Consumers should not be in public areas with background noise.
Why? Ensures agent can hear and does not become frustrated with the interaction.

9.

Integrated document collection is vital to profitable interactions.
Why? Collaboration and communication need to be prioritized.

10. Touch screens are preferable to outdated signature pads.
Why? Creates modernized, minimalist room and removes outdated technology.

What happens after you centralize and video-enable your branch?
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What happens after your branch system is
video-enabled?
Set your consumers and your financial institution free.
Utilize mobile video banking to eliminate the requirement that either party needs to be in a branch.
Enabling your consumers to speak with an expert from anywhere will allow you to successfully meet them at
their exact moment of need while creating better, more trusting, long term relationships.
If you aren’t preparing for this generations preferred engagement model, what happens when the next
generation demands even more?
Don’t miss out and be there, or anywhere with mobile video banking. POPi/o can help you get started in the
branch and extend to mobile when you are ready.
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Getting started
Don’t let fear of the unknown stop you from adding video to your branches and
centralizing your experts. We can help you launch your vision for a new branch
operating system. See for yourself by requesting a demo from the link below.

www.POPio.com/demo
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